King’s Wood Wallpaper Mural
A collaboration with artist Victor Bykov, this woodland mural depicts a peaceful forest scene. The naturalistic expression, muted tones and tranquil atmosphere are evocative of the ‘en plein air’ style of painting
outdoors that flourished at the end of the 19th century. The beauty of this autumnal scene with its arching
trees, abundant foliage and winding path will create a serene mood in any interior.

Designer: Young & Battaglia
Specification
Dimensions (cm): Made to measure
Drop Length (M): Made to measure
Materials: Fire Rated 300g Textured Vinyl. Commercial Grade.

Important Notes
Due to the printing process, colours may vary slightly between batches. Customers should try to order
enough rolls initially, or if re-ordering must provide the Batch number. For help calculating how many rolls
are needed please contact us with room dimensions and we can work it out for you! Please also note
that images on screen are not a truly accurate representation of print colour.
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50CM Wide Textured Paper
Fixing Instructions for Textured Wallpaper
You will need ruler, pencil, scissors, sharp knife, bucket, pasting brush, sponge, plumb line, seam
roller and a profile shredder and a level

Adhesive: Use only Solvite Professional and PVA Adhesive
-Mix the wall paste in a 5 litre bucket. Add one pack of Solvite ™ extra strong and 4 cup fulls of PVA glue
to be mixed well together in bucket. Make sure you follow the instructions on the packet.
-You must ensure that the wall surface that the paper is to be applied is sound and smooth. Any
indentations must be taken away at this stage as this would affect pitting on the paper.
-Pre paste the wall area with the PVA and extra strong adhesive ensuring that all surface is covered.
-Place the paper face down on the table.
-Apply the paste to the paper. Make sure it applies evenly to avoid bubbling.
-It is important that you paste up to the edges in an outward motion.
-After pasting paper leave to soak for a period of 5 to 10 minutes
-(Optional) fold a 1/3 of the paper pasted side against pasted side to make it easier to handle.
-Apply the paper to the wall from the top and down using paper hangers brush or profile to smooth out
any creases or bubbles.
-Brush outwards all the way down to exclude trapped air.
-Trim the edges of the paper next to doors, radiators etc. using a sharp knife.
-To use a damp sponge or a dry cloth to wipe off any excess PVA from joints, leave then for 24 hours and
re-wipe with damp sponge and dry cloth.
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